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Let me start off by saying thanks, Rich, very much, for a very 

kind and generous introduction.  And I want you to know I wore 

this uniform to be sure you would recognize me again,  and to be 

honest, this is the only one left that still has the right rank 

insignia and patches after all we have been through this past 

couple of years. 

 

I do want it noted that this is the only man that I can ever 

recall doing a lexis/nexis search for adjectives for an 

introduction. Beyond that, I also want to point out that the 

even more non-doctrinal task that the Staff Judge Advocate 

Office of the Multi-Transitional Security Command, Iraq, or the 

“MTSCI” for short, had, and was that it also drafted the 

National Security Strategy of Iraq.  That will say something 

later when I talk about the other contributions that JAGs have 

made, but just let me say again, Rich, what you did for our 

country in two key assignments in Iraq, it was my privilege to 

soldier with you again, and thanks for what you are now doing in 

the litigation area, and thanks to all of you for an opportunity 

to say a few words today.  
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It really is an honor to be in front of so many legal over-

achievers in Charlottesville this afternoon, and not just 

because it got me out of packing household goods.  Actually I 

talked to the Pentagon Press Corps yesterday too as well, and I 

told them that I was given two choices and I could either stay 

home and supervise packing, or address the Pentagon Press Corps, 

and it was a very close call.  But they won out, and it was not 

a very close call today, and the truth is when I accepted this 

invitation months ago, I didn’t know what we were going to be 

doing, and I do want it noted for the record, and you can even 

attribute this, the rest of it I had on my legal counsel’s 

advice as well not for attribution. I signed the form after he 

reviewed it.  Be on the record that I am here of my own free 

will, while on leave, because of my enormous respect for the 

members of this community and for what they have done for our 

Army and in recent years in particular.  And I mean that.  And, 

in fact, the only other group in which I have spoken recently 

was back in June when I came home for my son’s graduation, while 

also on leave, was to the graduating classes out at Walter Reed.  

It was all their fellows, residents, about 350 or so.  And the 

reason I did that was because of my enormous respect for what 

they have done and for our soldiers, as we all know, they are 

the ultimate battle buddies.  But I feel very strongly about 
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what SJA’s and our legal folks have done, and paralegals, and 

that’s the theme of this message today. 

 

You, and those you lead, have truly earned the admiration of 

your comrades in uniform during the Global War on Terror.  And 

we are very grateful for your service and for your countless 

support and contribution.  In fact, the key note I want to sound 

in this key note speech today is that you, the SJA’s, the 

paralegal specialists, and the civilian legal personnel that you 

lead, have special abilities that have proven a particular 

importance in previous years.  Because of these abilities and 

because of your choosing to lead a life of impact, you and your 

families have been called upon to make repeated sacrifices 

during a period of great challenge to our nation.  All of us who 

wear our Army’s uniform are very appreciative that you have 

chosen to live such a life, have repeatedly answered the call to 

service, and have consistently made such important contributions 

again in recent years in particular.   

 

Before continuing, however, looking at the audience reminded me 

of a story about a barber shop in Arlington, Virginia.  In fact, 

it’s a shop in the Ballston area, not far from where one of the 

Judge Advocate General Offices and a number of other service 

activities are located.  And it happens to have a particularly 
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patriotic barber and it goes like this….  A Marine Sergeant 

walked into the shop.  “What will you have?” asked the barber.  

“A good high-and-tight” responded the Marine.  “White wall sides 

and only ½ inch on top.”  So the barber gave him a good close 

high-and-tight.  “How much do I owe you?” asked the Marine.  

“Nothing” responded the barber.  “You are serving our country in 

a time of war and I couldn’t possibly take your money.”  So the 

Marine drew himself up to full attention, saluted, barked 

“Semper Fi!”, walked out to his new red Dodge pickup truck with 

the glow of the anchored decal in the back window, and drove 

away.  And the next day, on the steps of the barber shop, when 

he arrived in the morning, the barber found a red Marine PT 

shirt and a Marine coin. In the middle of that afternoon, an Air 

Force pilot sauntered in.  “What will you have?” asked the 

barber.  “A very light trim” responded the pilot.  “Just a bit 

off the sides, nothing off the top, and please, don’t touch the 

ponytail.  And take your time.  I’ve already flown my eight 

hours this month and the club doesn’t open for another two 

hours.”  So the barber gave him a nice, leisurely haircut, not 

touching the pony tail, and once again, when asked “how much” 

the barber replied “you’re serving our country and I couldn’t 

possibly accept your money.”  The Air Force officer responded 

“Aim high”, put on his sunglasses, got into his new 2006 dark 

blue Corvette with silver pilots wings on the front license 
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plate and roared away.  And the next morning, on his shop steps, 

the barber found a pair of aviator sunglasses and a scarf from 

the pilot’s squadron.  That afternoon, an Army colonel walked 

briskly into the barber shop, JAG brass above his pocket, a 

blackberry in one hand, a legal brief in the other, and a pager 

and cell phone on his belt.  “I need a good legal haircut” he 

said to the barber. “But please make it quick.  I’m the head of 

litigation for the entire U.S. Army and I am a very very busy 

guy with three meetings, two hearings, and a session in Rosslyn 

with the Judge Advocate General still to go this afternoon.” So 

the barber gave him a quick lawyer haircut, and once again, when 

asked how much, the barber replied “you’re serving our country 

and I couldn’t possibly accept your money.” So the Colonel 

thanked him, and strode out to his 8 year old Plymouth Voyager, 

and sped back to his office.  And the next morning, on the steps 

of his shop, the barber found waiting for him, 5 more Army 

Lawyers, all from the Litigation division, I believe.   

 

Well I am conscious that the Rolling Stones are playing in 

Charlottesville tonight, and that many of you undoubtedly have 

tickets, and so I’d better get to it.  And so I would like to 

begin discussing the special abilities that military lawyers 

provide.  And to do that, I’ve sorted out my comments into two 

categories -- those distinctive abilities that judge advocates 
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demonstrate and the responsibilities they shoulder during major 

combat operations, and those that they demonstrate outside of 

combat operations.  And I include in that ladder category, those 

associated with nation building.  This distinction, though 

obviously less than perfect, nonetheless provides a different 

way to highlight the different context in which different judge 

advocates skills have proven of enormous and sometimes even 

decisiveness to commanders and units in different situations.  

And I’m hoping that this audience, by professional training, has 

had to grow comfortable with legal fictions and other overdrawn 

descriptions, will have patience with this distinction and 

enable it to do its work, imperfect as it is.  I would like to 

start by focusing on judge advocate abilities and 

responsibilities during combat operations since that is still 

the primary focus of our Army.  You all know better than most 

that the Army’s unique and enduring mission by law, is prompt 

and sustained combat, incident to operations on land, and the 

effective prosecution of war with land forces.  Although year in 

and year out we perform numerous other missions to high 

standards, closing with and destroying another armed force on 

land is a mission that we and only we have.  No other part of 

our great military has this mission; it’s unique to our service.  

And we continue to organize, train and prepare ourselves for 

sustained combat and generally subscribe to the idea although 
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this is changing, I believe, that disciplined adapted soldiers 

and competent leaders trained for their wartime missions can do 

other different tasks to the institutions best designed for that 

tasks are ready to assume them from us.  So what qualities do 

commanders look for, and what have we found in judge advocates 

in sustained combat operations.  Well before anything else, of 

course, we look for soldiers who are lawyers.  I realize that 

this is simplistic, and it is, however, my counterparts and I 

look for soldiers who are lawyers because we will not be able to 

count on  having special crucial legal skills needed at the 

battle field if someone other than a soldier is deploying those 

special skills.  And that’s an important point.  Soldiers who 

happen to be lawyers, like Airdates famous description -- 

Soldiers first, lawyers always.  The phrase used by Walt 

Huffman, John Altenburg, Tom Ronan, Scott Black, and Dan Wright, 

and congratulations again, to you Dan.  These mottos contain 

great wisdom.  Neither having a soldier alone, nor being a 

lawyer alone, is ever adequate.  But being both makes one 

indispensable on the battle field.  Now let me reassure you that 

we’re merely looking for soldiers not for Audi Murphys.  We are 

looking for individuals that have mastered the basics of 

conducting tactical movements, who are qualified with their 

assigned weapons, who can communicate using the organizations 

radio, telephone, digital systems, basic field craft and how to 
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operate steer conditions, and who can exercise field leadership 

with their rank.   As some of you may know, my own definition of 

a soldier also includes a degree of emphasis on physical 

fitness.  I will not deny that I am a bit enthusiastic about 

this point and I want to plead a couple of brief matters in 

justification, or if unpersuasive, at least a justification in 

mitigation.  First, as many in this room have experienced 

firsthand, combat does place the human body under enormous 

stress.  Physical conditioning has been shown to help humans 

hold up under such conditions.  Second, judge advocates just 

have to be fit, not Olympic athletes, though the Mark Martins 

and the Lacy’s of the JAG world have certainly gotten “plus” 

points for being iron rock sons and iron devils respectively 

over the years.  But the requirement is merely for individuals 

with enough endurance and strength to perform their duties and 

to shove off fatigue which Vince Lombardi observed makes cowards 

of us all.  And as my air assault buddy in the 101
st
 Airborne 

Home Division, Command Major Marvin Hill was fond of observing, 

it is hard to lead from the end of the formation.  In the 101
st
 

formation, running four miles in 36 minutes, marching 5 miles 

with a medium weight rough sack in under three hours, doing 

push-ups and sit-ups to standard to meet the Army AFPT standard, 

and doing a modest number of pull ups and dips to standard as 

well -- This was nothing extraordinary.  In fact, infantry 
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regiments and other elements engaged in close combat had tougher 

standards.  Nonetheless, the division standard was a good enough 

baseline and it served us very well in Iraq.  Moreover, I am 

proud to report, as I know Rich Hatch and Rich Whitaker also 

are, that all judge advocates and paralegals and other personnel 

in FT Campbell easily seated the division standard an in fact, 

the division legal officer was known for having a very good PT 

program and I strongly believe that the investment its members 

and the rest of the screaming eagles made in physical fitness 

paid important dividends during combat under very tough 

conditions in Iraq.  So that, in any event, is a brief of the 

matters in defense for being a life-long fitness advocate, and I 

would be happy to develop the argument further with any of you 

during a run up Observatory Hill here, or the ridge at Fort 

Leavenworth in a couple of weeks at a reasonable pace on a 

morning that is convenient to any who wish to continue the 

conversation.  Again, basic solder skills and physical fitness 

are important because they are what gets judge advocates to the 

action, and enables them to be effective when they get there so 

that commanders and units can benefit from their wise counsel in 

making decisions and in making things happen.  What judge 

advocates contribute when the action starts is special indeed.  

I remember in this regard how operational lawyers led by Rich 

Hatch in the tactical operation centers in the first and second 
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brigades of the 101
st
 and in the second division commands, and I 

will not enter into the debate about who should control brigade 

JAG officers at this point, I know you have just had a good 

spirit of discussion about that,  but those operational lawyers 

contributed enormously to decisions in and around Iraq in late 

March and early April 2003 during the 101
st
 first important 

combat operations.  The situation presented numerous tough calls 

as we sought to destroy select Iraqi military and BAF party 

facilities. In advance of our attack, and to respond to an enemy 

that routinely fired on us from areas around the holiest shrine 

in Shia, Islam, and from schools and houses, as we surrounded a 

city of 600,000, and began to clear it.  In each case, tired, 

and under fire, and confronted with tough decisions, but armed 

with sound advice from our lawyers, our commanders made the 

right calls.  Not only were there decisions lying law of land 

warfare, they also reflected common sense in cultural 

sensitivity not just to kill or capture the enemy, but also to 

minimize civilian casualties, avoid unnecessary destruction of 

civilian facilities, and steer clear of damaging religious 

sites.  Don’t take this to imply that we pulled punches, we 

didn’t.  In fact, at one point we put a precision munition 

within 4 meters of the I mam Ali Shrine.  In the end though, 

Najaf fell with less destruction and with less loss of life than 

otherwise would have been the case.  There was not even a nick 
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in the shrines gold dome.  I could recount similar stories from 

liberation in the days and weeks that followed from Karbala, 

Hillah, Mozilla, and various other cities.  Judge advocates help 

to make sound decisions throughout each of these fights and many 

more.  Discipline is also on the short list of important 

qualities that are important to individuals and units in combat.  

And I’d like to touch on staff judge advocate contributions in 

this area as well.  When I speak of discipline in this regard, I 

am not talking of that associated with the military justice 

system.  Rather discipline in this context is conduct during 

combat in accordance with rules of engagement and accepted norms 

of behavior.  A staff judge advocate plays a critical role in 

such circumstances.  Helping the commander project the right 

tone, expectations, and example, and occasionally serving as the 

commander’s conscience, to ensure that we conduct ourselves 

honorably even in the most violent, challenging, and 

heartbreaking times, and that we never become a lawless mob.  In 

the rapid tempo of combat operations therefore this is not about 

holding courts-martial or conducting non-judicial punishment 

proceedings.  It’s about discipline with a small “d”, and about 

tone.  The setting in which is among the commander’s most 

important responsibilities.  Judge advocates are invaluable in 

helping commanders set the right tone and in helping them ensure 

proper discipline on the battle field.  And again, I was 
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exceedingly well served by the two Richards, Rich Hatch, and 

Rich Whitaker, during my time in Iraq as Eagle Six.  Staff judge 

advocates bring other distinct qualities to their units as well.  

I cannot over emphasize the importance in the sort of wars we 

fight today for example, of officers who are smart, who clearly 

and concisely can do research, work hard, have trained and 

focused minds, and can provide coherent recommendations.  The 

judge advocates of whom I have been blessed to serve have had 

all these qualities and have also shown an uncanny ability to 

discern a commanders intent and to help with the processes to 

shape orders and guidance to help carry out that intent.  

Perhaps this comes from your practical experience in the law, 

which trains you to be close observers of human behavior while 

also seeing the logical extension of a course of action into the 

future. Whatever it is, it works, and it is again something very 

special.  There is a story that periodically makes the rounds in 

Army circles, and its popularity reflects the American tradition 

of command and leadership.   

 

During a battle in the mid-18
th
 century, Frederick the Great, who 

always commanded his own armies in the field, had sent an order 

by messenger to his Calvary Commander to remain in position 

until he received Frederick’s order to advance.  The messenger 

was delayed by difficult terrain, and the battle began.  The 
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fighting raged, and the messenger arrived at the calvary 

commander’s side just as it was clear to the calvary leader that 

a charge by his force could exploit a gap in the enemy’s lines 

and do great damage.  He then read Frederick’s order not to 

move.  Hours earlier and before events had unfolded that made it 

no longer appropriate within Fredericks larger intent in battle, 

which was of course, to defeat the enemy.  The calvary commander 

handed the note back to the messenger, thanked him, yelled for 

his mounted comrades to follow him, and charged into the gap in 

the enemy lines which they exploited to great effect, helping 

Frederick win a hard fought victory.  Later, when the still 

young monarch found the calvary commander, he asked him angrily 

why the order not to move had been disobeyed.  Your Majesty, the 

calvary commander replied, after the battle, my head is yours to 

do with what you wish, during the battle, I ask that you let me 

use it on your behalf.  Frederick, who had proved one of 

history’s great captains, thought about that response, and about 

what might have happened, had the calvary commander obeyed his 

order not to move.  And thereafter, he tried to foster 

development of the very initiative shown by his calvary 

commander in all of his subordinate leaders.  He felt for the 

remainder of his life, in fact that his subordinate commanders 

should have the good judgment to know when a particular order 

should apply and when it should not so that they could act in 
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the most sensible manner to fulfill his intent.  In this regard, 

I relied on our staff judge advocate both to help me create a 

climate that fostered initiative, throughout our organization, 

and to interpret my intent and make appropriate actions in 

accordance with that intent as required.  In both of these 

areas, our judge advocates demonstrated special abilities, and 

as a result, I ask much of them throughout our time in Iraq.  

This was particularly true in nation building activities in 

which we engaged after the completion of major combat 

operations.   

 

So let me turn now to those distinctive abilities judge 

advocates demonstrate before or after combat or in so-called 

operations other than war.  It should have been clear to all as 

I described the attributes of judge advocates during combat,  

not only that the distinction between war and combat operation 

is a fuzzy one, that’s already noted, but also that any 

distinction between desired attributes and the two environments 

is bound to be imperfect as well.  And so it was, that even 

after major combat operations were declared to have ended in 

Iraq, the SJA and other judge advocates positioned in the 

division task force continued to draw upon their soldier skills 

and physical toughness, continued to assist commanders and 

soldiers with operational decisions, continued to guide the 
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command in the many tangibles and intangibles of discipline and 

setting the right tone, continued to think and communicate 

coherently,  most of the time, and continued to help implement 

the intent of their commanders.  In fact, as many of you 

experienced firsthand, even in those stretches of time when a 

combat division is not closing with an enemy armed force, 

perhaps, especially then, judge advocates continued to 

distinguish themselves in a broad range of absolutely crucial 

duties.  And Rich Hatch, has on the side, and let me assure you 

that I will not discuss the task that you enjoyed most as my 

SJA, that of drafting the speeches I presented at the AUSA 

membership breakfast. Which he was tasked to draft non- 

doctrinally to ensure that I stayed between the white lines of 

those endeavors as well.  Your secret is safe with me, Rich.  As 

the fact just revealed to me before this meeting that he is the 

only person reading the unabridged 1500 page version of Les 

Miserables.  Well the preparatory tasks of recruiting, 

mobilizing, recruiting, equipping supplying, housing and tending 

to the other needs of our soldiers and their families are often 

very dependent on legal opinions, decisions, and guidance.  And 

that is because we serve a democracy that consists of a federal 

government and 50 state governments, receive orders from elected 

or appointed political officials, and believe in the oath we 

take to support and defend the constitution.  The rule of law is 
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so fundamental to what we are and to what we do as soldiers that 

sometimes we take it for granted.  But those of you who have 

spent any time with local forces that we have developed to 

endeavor from the Balkans to the Middle East, understand and 

appreciate how extraordinary we are in raising and administering 

our own army and according to law and policy, rather than the 

self interests of ethnic political or tribal religions leaders.  

We promote soldiers, select commanders, provide career 

advancement, take other personnel actions according to fair and 

transparent processes, including carefully constructed boards.  

We provide equipment, supplies, and services according to laws 

and regulations.  And the fact that I was known in Iraq to rail 

on occasion at the sluggish pace of the procurement contracts 

and construction procurement systems, should not be taken to 

indicate anything other than commitment that we absolutely must 

spend federal funds in accordance with applicable laws designed 

to promote fair competition and serve other objectives that we 

are duty bound to uphold.  We use government resources for 

official purposes, not for private enrichment or convenience; we 

investigate irregularities and incidents of alleged misconduct 

using impartial and thorough procedures and we take action on 

the findings of those investigations after evaluating all the 

evidence.  We work to keep soldiers as undistracted as possible 

by personal concerns, contributing to a sense of security 
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regarding their loved ones with statutory programs for life 

insurance, for legal assistance, and for the payment of claims.  

We call up members of the reserve components for laws regarding 

special purposes; we evaluate applications of concern for 

conscious objector status, even as the balloon is going up 

according to law and policy.  We obey the nation’s treaty 

obligations under our Constitution of international law and 

foreign policy and of course we take adverse action against 

individual personnel and subject them to trial and punishment 

for alleged crimes based on the evidence and only when they have 

received due process and protection of their rights.  These are 

not just high sounding phrases.  They are meaningful because we 

really are as John Adams noted “a government of laws and not of 

men.” And I submit to you that these high sounding phrases are 

often reality, because day in and day out, judge advocates give 

them meaning through professional skill, sound judgment, and 

just plain hard work.  Now I fully realize our armed forces 

professionalism in these legal dimensions is the work of far 

more than just the judge advocates and legal workers in combat 

divisions and corps.  Everyone from Generals Black and Wright, 

to Tom Taylor and Scott Castle, from the Pentagon to my 

screaming eagle Rich Hatch, and his colleagues who represent the 

litigation in civil law, to Butch Tate, Dave Graham, Greg Block 

and John Ley and those here at the legal center and school, to 
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all of the defense counsels and trial judges around the world, 

to the appellate judges in Washington and legal officers in 

combat, command headquarters and all the legal officers who 

provide advice to commanders and leaders in every level in the 

Army, each of them, each of you serve distinct and often 

inherited roles. But it’s the legal officers training and deep 

understanding of the rule of law that makes him or her so 

indispensable in a deployed theater after major combat 

operations have ended.  You have a more innate field than anyone 

else for the processes and institutions of orderly civil 

society.  And in my experience, you’re imaginative and ingenious 

in helping cobble together remedies for such institutions for 

when they have broken down.  Let me give you a few examples of 

this.   

 

 In mid May of 2003, before the arrival of Ambassador Brummel, 

the newly elected governor of Minerva Province and I had just 

located the manager of a major Iraqi bank in the province, 

confirmed that he had safeguarded sufficient money in the bank 

to allow payment of the government workers in the province, and 

convinced him that in the absence of the ministry of foreign 

finance or any other Iraqi authority in Baghdad, we were 

authorized to direct him to use that money and pay those 

salaries.  The truth is that it had been a heady day that ended 
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with me signing the order to him to that effect on standard 

issue on star stationary, with Rich Hatches seal, added for 

effect, in lieu of the stamp full of stars that we had made, and 

the bank manager stating that he would carry out the order.  

That night, however, my past as a onetime economics professor 

came back to haunt me.  And I realized that without getting 

additional goods into the market place, the only result to this 

great initiative would be inflation.  As more Iraqi dinar 

chasing a relatively fixed amount of goods in the market place 

would do just that.  So the question to the new governor the 

next day was how to get additional goods into Mosel, knowing 

that we were already at capacity at the Turkish border crossing 

to our north and could get little more through the Iranian 

crossings to the east.  His answer was characteristically quick.  

Re-open the Syrian border crossing, he advised.  So we sat down 

to figure out how to do that.  Meeting with a variety of Iraqi 

officials, an almost countless number, frankly, who had worked 

at that crossing and in the customs houses in Mosel and 

elsewhere.  Having determined our way ahead, it was determined 

that we needed a legal document for the parties involved.  

Agreement to which was subsequently determined by our third 

brigade commander, Colonel Mike Lennington, and a set of 

promulgating instructions to give to Colonel Lennington’s 

soldiers and the Iraqis who would man the border crossing.  My 
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SJA, Rich Hatch, having just caught up on his sleep after 

countless long nights leading up to the province counsel 

election leading up to my special assistant that had been 

conducted in early May, got the task, late that night, and had 

both documents on my desk before our morning update.  They were 

absolutely magnificent.  They took into account all the 

residential security regulations and a variety of other 

international agreements given that various sanctions had still 

not been lifted.  We were also concerned about possible 

criticism that we allow the former regime members to slip out of 

the country if we opened the border. So we had to deal with 

those aspects, and it did, along with contraband, and the 

instructions addressed those topics as well.  I informed the 

commander of what we were doing, and received acknowledgement 

from him.  So having the agreement we negotiated with the new 

governor in having the province, and through Colonel Lennington, 

the region of customs chief, and the main shake of the major 

tribe in the area, and the promulgating instructions to be used 

by our soldiers and the newly hired border patrol. We needed 

only the order to notify Syria of the action to open the border. 

So Rich then crafted a notice that I personally handed the 

Syrians at the border so that they knew that the Iraqi side of 

the border was now open.  In all of this, Rich was careful to 

specify that the documents were emergency in nature and only in 
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force until superseded. Therefore by making sure that no one 

could claim that we were creating a binding international 

agreement because we knew that we did not have the authority to 

do that.  But it all worked.  There was to be sure that some 

questioning in quarters of Washington; however, it was soon 

replaced by widespread agreement that reopening the border with 

Syria was the right thing to have done.  Within days, thousands 

of trucks crossing the border, paying modest flat taxes, ten 

dollars for a little truck, twenty for a big truck, and that 

money was used for the operation and refurbishment of the 

customs stations, and the area was teeming with commerce, giving 

the people hope for an area of normalcy.  The inflation that 

we’d worried about never materialized, and all of this simply 

would have never happened without the great work of a great 

staff judge advocate, and the great team that he led.   

 

Another example, the vast wheat and barley harvest were just 

about to begin when the 101
st
 arrived in Mosul in late April.  

Kurds who had been forced from their farmlands during 

Arabization had returned to some areas and were reclaiming their 

farms and crops, even though Arab farmers had largely raised the 

crops.  Obviously we didn’t have much time to fix this, so we 

basically dictated what we thought was an equitable temporary 

solution that would involve dividing the crop proceeds for that 
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year’s harvest. Nobody was happy.  So Brigadier General Frankley 

and the assistant division officer for command operations and 

Rich Hatch went down to meet with the respective shakes and 

local leaders to hammer out an agreement that they could get the 

Arabs and the Kurds to sign.  They took the governor and the 

deputy governor who were not coincidentally an Arab and a Kurd.  

The agreement then became the model for other areas in the 

province and was also used by the 4
th
 Infantry Divison in the 

farmland around Kurd Cook.  When you read the documents now, 

frankly, they seem pretty simple.  However, at the time, they 

were elegant solutions to thorny problems, and they helped us 

avert real crisis’ where people were ready to kill each other, 

and in one location had in fact, done just that.  The other 

“Rich” I was so fortunate to have, SJA Rich Whitaker, 

accomplished heroics of his own.  He and our large judge 

advocate team, and I should note that we reached 28 or 29 

lawyers at one point in our division task force, which included 

all of our division lawyers, the installation lawyers that we 

brought over when the reservists reported to Fort Campbell, and 

then even some of the reservists, all augmented by a few deals 

with the good folks here at Charlottesville and the legal 

elements here at our civil affairs battalion.  My view was that 

we could not have too many JAGs and we never stopped trying to 

get more.  Rich Whitaker and his team rebuilt cooperation 
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between the judiciary and police whose relationship during 

Sadaam’s ten year term had always been difficult.  They planned 

and supervised the renovation of court houses, trained judges 

and clerks on case docketing and tracking, and provided training 

on the use of computers.  They created a public defender’s 

office that headed up an anti-corruption mission, allotted 

advisors and mentors to local political leaders and their 

staffs, explained governmental happenings on local televisions, 

developed mechanisms for vehicle registration, helped the 

ministry of electricity negotiate huge contracts for the 

provision of power in northern Iraq with organizations in Turkey 

and Syria, and oversaw an accountable but response of process 

for spending more than 55 million dollars in funds under the 

commander’s emergency response program on hundreds of school 

projects, dozens of medical clinics, hundreds of kilometers of 

road repairs, all told, more than 5,000 projects ranging from 

establishment of internet cafés to repair of major irrigation 

systems and cement plants.  In short, there was almost nothing 

that our staff judge advocates and affiliates could not do for 

us, and their work ethic and creativity, intelligence and common 

sense, and ability to write quickly, persuasively and coherently 

were simply awe-inspiring.  Which brings me to the final SJA 

ability that I like to emphasize in the context of post major 

combat operations; and this is a substance, once again, with 
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establishment of the right tone.  Just as the SJA helped set the 

tone during war, he also helps guide the commanders’ tone in the 

complex and sometimes chaotic blend of different operations 

afterward.  Nothing is more important, in fact, than the tone a 

commander sets in this type of operation.  If the commander is 

looking for a fight, his troops will too and they will find it 

in a place like Iraq.  And that may be all that they find.  If 

the commander brushes aside reports of possible detainee 

mistreatment, that too, will permeate the unit. If, on the other 

hand, after hearing an allegation of detainee abuse, the SJA 

recommends swift disciplinary action, immediate instructions 

through the chain of command, training of guards, improving 

facilities, invitations to the international committee of the 

red cross to visit, discussions with local council members and 

so-on, and if the commander has the sense to adopt those 

recommendations, the right sort of tone will be conveyed.  This 

is in fact, what happened in Mosel when a report of possible 

detainee abuse surfaced in one of our brigade detention 

facilities, and I believe our response was critical to 

minimizing the chance of other such cases.  To be sure, not all 

this is the SJA’s work.  In truth, it is big time commander’s 

business.  But the SJA can play a critical role in such 

situations and again, we are fortunate enough to have lawyers 

who are forth-right, prepared, and eager to contribute, and 
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ready to do the work needed to help our commanders do the right 

thing.  Now probably nothing I have said here today surprises 

any of you.  And as much as I am still in awe of the judge 

advocates I have been privileged to serve, I know that other 

commanders were equally in awe of and reliant upon their SJAs 

and legal teams. Colonels Mark Warren, Melinda Dunn, Butch Tate, 

John Charvott, Jim Coin, Dick Pregent, and Scott Castle as well 

as Mark Martins and an equally amazing group of Lieutenant 

Colonel SJAs performed similar heroics for their commanders and 

organizations.  But therein lies the rub, you magnificent 

soldiers of the law, because of your tremendous ability in a 

time of challenge for our great nation, means that you will be 

called on more than most, to shoulder large responsibilities and 

thus, to inflict separation and sacrifice on you and your 

families.  I know something about separation from family and 

loved ones as Rich mentioned, I have spent time away from this 

wonderful land of ours, I also know 650 members of the JAG 

regiment are deployed right now, that more than 2,000 legal 

reservists have been mobilized, that 20 soldiers of your 

regiment have been casualties in the Global War on Terrorism, 

and that four of your member have given the last full measure of 

devotion.  Through it all you have done your regiment extremely 

proud and rendered great service to our Army and to our nation.   
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So let me close by thanking you again for serving in a branch of 

such importance to our Army and for choosing to live lives of 

such impact. In making these choices you have defined who you 

are and you have helped add to the tradition of service, 

commitment, and competence that have long distinguished the 

Judge Advocate General’s Corps. You have shown yourselves to be 

the ultimate Armies of One, and you should be justifiably proud 

of your individual and collective contributions to the JAG Corps 

history, particularly, during the Global War on Terror.  Thank 

you very much.                             

 


